Educational Kit – Teachers Guide

OC San Overview:
The Orange County Sanitation District (OC San) is a public agency that provides wastewater collection, treatment, and disposal services for approximately 2.6 million people in central and northwest Orange County. OC San has two operating facilities that treat over 180 million gallons of wastewater every day from residential, commercial, and industrial sources.

Video and Activity Sheet:
Twenty-minute video focusing on OC San and the What 2 Flush program. Also included is a No Wipes in the Pipes hands on activity where three OC San team members explain the importance of OC San and how students can be a part of keeping the sewer system in tip top shape. There is an accompanying activity sheet that asks questions students can complete as they watch the video. Video can be played and paused at the teacher’s discretion to best suit the classroom.

Content Available:
- OC San Wastewater Treatment Process
- Wipes in the Pipes Activity Sheet for Video
- OC San Activity Informational Sheet
- OC San Treatment Process Worksheet
- OC San Scavenger Hunt
- Flush It, Trash It, Recycle It Worksheet
- Wastewater Word Sheet – Easy
- Wastewater Word Sheet - Hard
- OC San Word Tracing
- Wally Coloring Sheet
- Wanda Coloring Sheet